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Abstract
A well-known construction associates to each rational subset of Nk a rational function in k
commuting variables. We extend this construction to rational subsets of Zk . As a consequence,
we derive a multivariate generalization of Popoviciu’s theorem and a classical valuation on
rational polyhedra. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A well-known construction, essentially a corollary of Kleene’s theorem and of the
existence of deterministic automata, associates to each rational language a commutative
multivariate rational function. A commutative analogue exists: given a rational subset of
Nk , one associates to it a rational function in k commutative variables, which actually
represents it completely.
In the present article, we extend this second construction to each rational subset
of Zk . The construction is not di=cult: consider a non-ambiguous rational expression
for the subset (which exists according to Eilenberg and Sch>utzenberger) and, viewing
the free abelian group Zk multiplicatively, interpret it naturally as a rational function
(union becomes sum, product remains product, star of S becomes (1 − S)−1). Since,
by unambiguity, only stars of singletons are admitted, it is not di=cult to see that the
function exists (that is, one never inverts 0). The main di=culty is to show that the
rational function depends only on the subset.
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Actually, we generalize this construction in a more general setting: deGne
rational power series on a free abelian group, by allowing sums, products
and stars, each time these are locally Gnite. For instance, neither the square of∑
n∈Z x
n is deGned, nor its star; however the star of
∑
n∈Z x
ny|n|+1 is deGned.
The rational function is then associated naturally as above. However, it is not
evident that one does not invert 0, and this is shown by a lemma on the minors of a
matrix. After that, we deduce that the function depends only on the
rational series, and not on the chosen rational expression. The proof uses some
Kleene-like characterization of rational series, for which we have followed
Sakarovitch.
It is not true that the rational function faithfully represents the series. For instance,
the rational series
∑
n∈Z x
n (actually the characteristic series of a rational subset) maps
onto 0. The exact determination of the kernel leads to a multivariate generalization of
Popoviciu’s theorem.
We deduce from our construction a valuation on the set of rational polyhedra. This
was actually the motivation of our paper. To a rational polyhedra, one canonically
associates a rational subset of Zk ; actually, the set of its integral points. Then the
rational function of this subset is the valuation of the polyhedron. We conjecture that
it is the same rational function as the one associated to polyhedra by Lawrence and
Khovanskii-Pukhlikov.
We conclude the paper by showing that a non-commutative analogue of the main
result is not possible. Indeed, the free group, considered as an unambiguous subset of
itself, leads to a rational expression which is degenerate in the free Geld (one inverts
0 at some step).
2. Rational subsets of a monoid
A subset S of a monoid M is rational if it can be obtained from Gnite subsets
by the rational operations, namely union, product and star. Recall that the product
of two subsets S1 and S2 is S1S2 = {m1m2 |mi ∈ Si} and that the star of a subset S is
S∗=
⋃
n∈N S
n; note that S∗ is the submonoid generated by S.
Following [2] (see also [1, p. 186]), we deGne the class of unambiguously rational
subsets of M to be the least class E of subsets of M such that:
• each Gnite subset is in E;
• if S1 and S2 ∈E and S1 ∩ S2 = ∅ then S1 ∪ S2 ∈E;
• if S1 and S2 ∈E and if their product is unambiguous (that is x1x2 =y1y2 with
xi; yi ∈ Si implies xi =yi), then S1S2 ∈E;
• if S ∈E and if S is the basis of a free submonoid of M; then S∗ ∈E.
By deGnition each rational subset of M is described by some rational
expression, which is a well-formed formula involving elements of M and the
rational operations. Similarly, an unambiguously rational subset has an unambiguous
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rational expression; loosely speaking, a rational expression is unambiguous if it
is multiplicity-free.
Observe that each unambiguously rational subset of M is clearly rational. Moreover,
if M is a free monoid then every rational subset is also unambiguously rational. This
fact is a direct consequence of the Kleene theorem [1]. It appears that the freeness
assumption is essential (see [2, p. 174], or [1, p. 187, the monoid {a; b}∗×{c}∗
contains rational subsets which are not unambiguously rational]). However, Eilenberg
and Sch>utzenberger showed that when M is commutative, then each rational subset of
M is unambiguous [2, Theorem IV].
3. A rational function
Our concern here is the case M =Zk , where the Eilenberg–Sch>utzenberger theorem
applies. It allows us to associate a rational function with each rational subset of Zk in
the following way:
Let F be a Geld and x1; : : : ; xk be commutative variables. We identify Zk with the
multiplicative group of Laurent monomials in the variables x1; : : : ; xk :
Zk = {xi11 xi22 : : : xikk | ij ∈ Z}:
Now, to each rational expression E over M we associate the expression f(x1; : : : ; xk)
in the Geld F(x1; : : : ; xk) by replacing the rational operations as follows:
• ∪→+;
• S∗→ (1− S)−1.
For instance, the rational expression x∗ ∪yz is replaced by (1 − x)−1 + yz
and the expression x∗(y−1)∗ ∪ x−1(x−1)∗ by (1 − x)−1(1 − y−1)−1 + x−1
(1− x−1)−1:
The objective of this paper is to study the rational function f(x1; : : : ; xk) and to
establish the following theorem.
Theorem 1. If E is unambiguous; then f(x1; : : : ; xk) is a well-de=ned rational function
in F(x1; : : : ; xk); depending only on the subset S of Zk represented by E.
The fact that f is well-deGned is not too di=cult to show, since, in the commutative
case, the unambiguous star operation applies only to singletons. Nevertheless we shall
prove a more general result which in turn implies the more di=cult uniqueness assertion
in the theorem.
It turns out that when the subset is actually a rational subset of Nk , then f is
represented by the formal power series
∑
m∈S m, which is well-known to be rational.
Recall that a formal power series in the commuting variables x1; : : : ; xk is called rational
if it is the quotient of two polynomials, with a denominator having non-zero constant
term, that is, invertible as formal power series.
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The mapping S →f is far from being injective as the following example shows:
S = {xn | n∈Z} has the unambiguous expression x∗ ∪ x−1(x−1)∗. Then
f(x) =
1
1− x +
x−1
1− x−1 =
1
1− x +
1
x − 1 = 0:
The previous example has the following generalization.
Corollary 2. If S is the union (possibly in=nite) of cosets of a non-trivial cyclic
subgroup in Zk ; then f=0:
The converse of Corollary 2 is not true, as shows the counter-example: S = x∗y∗ ∪
x−2(x−1)∗(x−1y)∗ ∪ y−2(y−1)∗(y−1x)∗.
4. Rational series on a monoid
Let M be a multiplicative monoid and F be a Geld. A series on M over F is a
formal sum
∑
m∈M mm; where the coe=cients m ∈F: The set of series is an F-vector
space.
We introduce now the product and star, which are partially deGned operations. The
product of two series S =
∑
m∈M mm; and T =
∑
m∈M mm; is the series
ST =
∑
m∈M
mm; with m =
∑
xy=m
xy
this product is de=ned (or convergent) provided that each m is obtained as a Gnite
sum. The star of S is the series
S∗ =
∑
m∈M
mm with m =
∑
i¿0; x1 ::: xi =m
x1 : : : xi ;
this star is de=ned (or convergent) provided that each m is obtained as a Gnite sum.
The set S of rational series is the vector space of series such that
• each polynomial (that is, a Gnite series) is in S;
• if S; T ∈S and if the product ST is deGned then ST ∈S;
• if S ∈S and S∗ is deGned then S∗ ∈S:
For later use we observe that if P is an unambiguous rational subset of M then its
characteristic series
∑
m∈P m∈S is a rational series.
We give now a matrix characterization of rational series. Let A be a square matrix
over the monoid algebra F[M ]: We say that A∗ is de=ned (or convergent) if for
each m∈M there are only Gnitely many n∈N such that m appears (with non-zero
coe=cient) in An: Then the star of A is deGned as A∗=
∑
n∈N A
n:
Theorem 3. A series S is rational if and only if there exists a matrix A as before;
row and column matrices ;  over F such that S = A∗:
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This theorem is proved in [9]. We say that S is represented by (; A; ). Note that we
may suppose that this triple is trim, in the sense of [1]; that is, the following condition
holds: for each index j; there are indices i and k such that i =0, the entries i; j and
j; k of A∗ are non-zero and k is non-zero; in the automata terminology, this means
that each index, or state, is accessible and coaccessible, where the initial (resp. Gnal)
states are those i (resp. k) such that i (resp. k) is non-zero.
There is a complete equivalence between representations (; A; ) and F–M -automata:
such an automaton is a directed graph, whose edges have labels of the form m, with 
in F and m in M ; there is such an edge from i to j for each such monomial appearing
in entry i; j of matrix A. Each initial state i (resp. Gnal state j) of the automaton has
a weight i (resp. j). A path is successful if it leads from an initial state to a Gnal
state. The weight of such a path is the product of the weights of the edges, and the
behaviour of the automaton is the (inGnite) sum of all successful paths; it is de=ned,
or convergent if this sum converges in FM , viewing each monomial m as an element
of this space, which gets the product topology, once F has the discrete topology; in
other words, there are only Gnitely many monomials m for Gxed m in this sum.
In Section 7, we shall use the construction of a representation (; A; ) for each
rational series. This construction is the classical one, in the proof Kleene’s theorem,
leading from a rational expression to an automaton in the case of a free monoid: sum
corresponds to union of automata; product to union together some edges from the Gnal
states of the Grst to the initial states of the second; and star to the addition of a new
state with some edges from and into it.
The main diPerence here is the requirement of convergence. It is obtained by trans-
ferring the convergence of the rational expression to that of the representation. In the
case of the product and the star operation, one has to work with trim automata (or
representations). Note indeed that if the automaton is trim, and if its behaviour is con-
vergent, then the star of the matrix A is convergent; and conversely (without the trim
assumption). Note also that it is not di=cult to have a trim automaton at each stage,
by removing unnecessary states.
For later use, we quote the following lemma. Note Grst that the product of a poly-
nomial (which is an element of F[M ]) by a series is always deGned.
Lemma 4. If A∗ is de=ned then (1− A)A∗=A∗(1− A)= In:
5. The main results
We focus now on M =Zk viewed again multiplicatively as in Section 3. Each ratio-
nal series S on M over F has a rational expression E. We associate to E an expression
f(x1; : : : ; xk) in the Geld F(x1; : : : ; xk) by replacing the star operation as in Section 3.
Theorem 5. The function f(x1; : : : ; xk) is a well-de=ned rational function in F(x1; : : : ;
xk) depending only on S. If S is represented by (; A; ); then det(1 − A) =0 (1 − A
is a matrix of Laurent polynomials) and f(x1; : : : ; xk)= (1− A)−1:
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Observe that this result implies Theorem 1 of Section 3.
If S is a formal power series in F[[x1; : : : ; xk ]] which is rational, that is, a quotient
of two polynomials, then S is an element of S and the corresponding rational function
f is this quotient (cf. [5]).
The kernel of the mapping  : S →f is completely described by the following result.
Observe Grst that the deGnition of  implies that it is a F[x1; : : : ; xk ; x−11 ; : : : ; x
−1
k ]-linear
homomorphism.
Theorem 6. A series S is in ker() if and only if PS =0 for some non-zero Laurent
polynomial P:
We show that this result implies the Corollary 2 of Section 3. Indeed, identify each
subset of Zk with its characteristic series. Let S be a subset which is a union of
cosets of the cyclic subgroup generated by the Laurent monomial m =1. Then we
have (1− m)S =0:
The following result, known as Popoviciu’s theorem (see [10, Theorem 4:2:3], with
a slightly diPerent formulation) is easily derived from the previous theorem.
Corollary 7. Let d∈N and (an)n∈Z be a sequence satisfying a proper linear recur-
rence; that is
an+d = 1an+d−1 + 2an+d−2 + · · ·+ dan
with i ∈F and d =0: Then∑
n¡0
anxn and
∑
n¿0
anxn
are rational functions in x−1 and x; respectively; and their sum in F(x) is 0.
Proof. The series S =
∑
n∈Z anx
n splits in the negative and positive parts
S =
∑
n¡0
anxn +
∑
n¿0
anxn;
where both series are rational in F[[x−1]] and F[[x]], respectively, since the sequences
(an)n¿0 and (an)n¡0 both satisfy a linear recurrence (the latter because d =0). This
implies that these two series are in S, hence so is S. Let
P = xd − 1xd−1 − · · · − d:
Then PS =0 since the (an) satisfy the indicated recurrence. Thus by Theorem 6,
(S)= 0 and this implies the corollary.
6. A lemma on minors
Let R be a commutative ring and M an R-module containing R as a submodule
(in our case R is F[x1; : : : ; xk ; x−11 ; : : : ; x
−1
k ], and M is the set of series). We consider
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matrices with coe=cients in M . We may multiply a matrix over R by a matrix over
M : the result is a matrix over M , since R is commutative and M is an R-module.
Moreover, if only one column of a square matrix has coe=cients in M , the others
having coe=cients in R, then we may compute its determinant by the usual formula,
using the symmetric group. The value of such a determinant is an element of M . These
determinants have the usual linear properties.
Lemma 8. Let A and B be two n× n matrices over R and M; respectively; such that
AB= In. Then det(A) =0.
Proof. The proof proceeds by contradiction. Suppose that det(A)= 0. We prove by
descending induction on p, that each p×p minor of A vanishes. It is true for p= n.
Assume now it is true for p. Let H be a (p−1)× (p−1)-minor of A. We may assume
that H is located in rows and columns 1 to p − 1. For a column-vector X of length
n, denote by X ′ its projection on its Grst p components. Let Ci be the ith column of
A and C be the pth column of In. Then det(H)= det(C′1; : : : ; C
′
p−1; C
′). Since AB= In
there exists elements m1; : : : ; mn of M such that
C1m1 + · · ·+ Cnmn = C:
Therefore the projections also satisfy
C′1m1 + · · ·+ C′nmn = C′:
It follows that
det(C′1; : : : ; C
′
p−1; C
′) = det(C′1; : : : ; C
′
p−1; C
′
1m1 + · · ·+ C′nmn)
=
n∑
i=1
det(C′1; : : : ; C
′
p−1; C
′
i mi)
=
n∑
i=1
det(C′1; : : : ; C
′
p−1; C
′
i )mi
=
n∑
i=p
det(C′1; : : : ; C
′
p−1; C
′
i )mi
= 0;
since each term of this sum is a p×p-minor of A, which vanishes by the inductive
hypothesis. We conclude that A=0 (for p=1), a contradiction.
7. Proofs of the main theorems
We prove Theorem 5. Suppose that S is a rational power series represented by
(; A; ). By Lemmas 4 and 8, 1− A is invertible in F(x1; : : : ; xk). We then deGne
f(x1; : : : ; xk) = (1− A)−1:
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We show Grst that f depends only on S, and not on the triple (; A; ) representing
it; then we show that f is obtained from each rational expression representing S as
described at the beginning of Section 5.
Lemma 9. If S =0; then (1− A)−1=0.
Proof. We may suppose that =(1; 0; : : : ; 0), and = T. Let (S1; : : : ; Sn)T denote the
Grst column of A∗. Then S = S1 and (1−A)(S1; : : : ; Sn)T = . Using Cramer’s technique,
we obtain det(1− A)S1 = ', where ' is the lower right (n− 1)-minor of 1− A. Since
S =0, '=0 which implies that (1− A)−11;1 = 0, that is (1− A)−1=0.
Suppose now that S is represented by (; A; ) and (′; A′; ′). Then(
(; ′);
(
A 0
0 A′
)
;
(

−′
))
represents 0: indeed
(; ′)
(
A 0
0 A′
)−1(

−′
)
= (1− A)−1− ′(1− A′)−1′ = 0:
The lemma then implies that (1−A)−1= ′(1−A′)−1′. This proves that f depends
only on S.
We show now by induction on the size of a convergent rational expression E rep-
resenting S that the rational function f associated to E is well-deGned and equal to
(1− A)−1 for some (; A; ) representing S. If E is a polynomial then we take
A =
(
0 E
0 0
)
; with  = (1; 0);  = (0; 1)T;
then A∗ is convergent, (1− A)−1=E and the function associated to E is E itself.
If E=E1 + E2, with Ei representing Si and associated to (i; Ai; i), then let
A =
(
A1 0
0 A2
)
; with  = (1; 2);  = (1; 2)T;
then A∗ is convergent, A∗= S1 + S2 = S and (1− A)−1=f1 + f2 =f.
If E=E1E2, with Ei representing Si and associated to (i; Ai; i), then let
A =
(
A1 12
0 A2
)
; with  = (1; 0);  = (0; 2)T;
then
A∗ =
(
A∗1 A
∗
112A
∗
2
0 A∗2
)
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and
(1− A)−1 =
(
(1− A1)−1 (1− A1)−112(1− A2)−1
0 (1− A2)−1
)
:
Since E1E2 is a convergent product, the product of series 1A∗112A
∗
22 is convergent.
Now, we may suppose that Ai is trim, therefore the product A∗112A
∗
2 is
also convergent, which implies that A∗ is convergent. Now, A∗= S1S2 = S and
(1− A)−1=f1f2 =f.
Finally, if E=E∗1 and E1 is associated to (1; A1; 1) representing S1, then let
A =
(
A1 1
1 0
)
;
with =(0; 1); =(0; 1)T; then
A∗ =
(
(A1 + 11)∗ (A1 + 11)∗1
1(A1 + 11)∗ 1 + 1(A1 + 11)∗1
)
:
By hypothesis S∗1 =
∑
n¿0 (1A
∗
11)
n is convergent. But this series is equal to 1 +
1(A1 + 11)∗1. Hence (A1 + 11)∗ is also convergent (since we have supposed that
A1 has no unnecessary entries), and this implies that A∗ is convergent. Moreover, we
have A∗= S∗1 = S. Denoting by f1 the rational function associated to E1, the rational
function associated to E=E∗1 is (1 − f1)−1; we have thus to show that f1 =1. The
matrix 1−A is invertible by Lemmas 4 and 8. Denote by (g1; : : : ; gn; h)T the last column
of its inverse. With G=(g1; : : : ; gn)T we have
(1− A1)G − 1h = 0;
−1G + h = 1:
Solving this system we obtain successively G=(1− A1)−11h and h=1 + 1G=1 +
1(1 − A1)−11h=1 + f1h. This implies that f1 =1 and that h=(1 − f1)−1. Finally
this computation also shows that (1− A)−1=(1− f1)−1 which concludes the proof
of Theorem 5.
Note that we have not used Theorem 3; moreover, the previous arguments prove one
implication of Theorem 3: if S is rational, then it has a triple (; A; ) representing it.
We prove now Theorem 6. The construction of  by rational expressions implies
that  is F[x1; : : : ; xk ; x−11 ; : : : ; x
−1
k ]-linear. So, if PS =0 then P(S)= 0, and (S)= 0,
since P =0. Conversely, suppose that (S)= 0. Borrowing the notations from the proof
of Lemma 9, we obtain '=0, since
0 = (S) = (1− A)−11;1 =
'
det(1− A) :
Thus det(1− A)S =0 which concludes the proof.
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8. Rational polyhedra
A polyedron in Rk is a Gnite intersection of closed half-spaces. It is called rational if
the half-spaces are deGned by rational coordinates. The algebra of polyhedra P is the
vector space over R spanned by the characteristic functions of all rational polyhedra. A
valuation on polyhedra is a linear mapping deGned on P. We mention as an example
the Euler characteristic which is the valuation sending each characteristic function of
a polyhedron to 1; the existence of this valuation is not evident (see [8] or [3, Theorem
2:2]).
We construct now a valuation on P. To a rational polyhedron P associate the series
SP =
∑k
m∈P ∩Zm, where we identify once more Laurent monomials and vectors in Z
k .
Since rational subsets of Zn are closed under intersection and projection [2], and since
a rational polyhedron can be described by linear functions having integer coordinates,
P ∩Zk is a rational subset of Zk for any rational polyhedron P. Hence SP ∈S (see
Section 4). The mapping P → SP extends to a linear mapping P→S. Therefore we
obtain a valuation V :P→R(x1; : : : ; xk) deGned by P →(SP).
Theorem 10. Let [P] denote the characteristic function of a polyhedron P.
(1) If P1; : : : ; Pn are rational polyhedra and 1; : : : ; n are real coe?cients such that
1[P1] + · · ·+ n[Pn] = 0; then
1V[P1] + · · ·+ nV[Pn] = 0:
(2) If P′ is the translation of P by v ∈ Zk ; then
V[P′] = xvV[P];
where xv= xi11 : : : x
ik
k if v=(i1; : : : ; ik).
(3) If P contains some 1-dimensional a?ne subspace in Rk then V[P] = 0.
Proof. The Grst assertion simply means that V is a valuation. The second follows
from the fact that  is R[x1; : : : ; xk ; x−11 ; : : : ; x
−1
k ]-linear. With respect to the third, we
observe that if P contains a 1-dimensional subspace then we may suppose that this
line is rationally deGned; since P is closed and convex, it is the union of translates of
this line and hence, P ∩Zk is the union of cosets of a non-trivial subgroup of Zk . We
then conclude using Corollary 2.
We conjecture that the valuation V is the same as the valuation F of Lawrence
[7] and Khovanskii and Pukhlikov [6] (see [3, Theorem 3:1]). It is also shown in [3]
that F has the following property: if for (x1; : : : ; xk)∈Ck , the series
∑
v∈P x
v converges
absolutely, then its limit is equal to F([P])(x1; : : : ; xk).
When F has an absolute value and is complete, it is likely that the following con-
jecture is true: let S =
∑
v∈Zk vx
v be a rational series as in Section 4 and f be its
associated rational function as in Theorem 5. Suppose that
∑
v∈Zk va
v converges ab-
solutely for some k-tuple (a1; : : : ; ak)∈Fk ; then the limit is equal to f(a1; : : : ; ak).
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9. A counterexample
Observe that the deGnitions and the main results make sense in the following more
general situation: Zk is replaced by any group G and F(x1; : : : ; xk) by a Geld containing
the group algebra F[G]. The commutative case reduces to the case treated in this article,
since G must be torsion-free (otherwise F[G] has no Geld of fractions) and since one
may suppose that G is Gnitely generated. We show now that when G is the free group
on two generators x, y, then Theorem 5 does not hold. Indeed let S be the sum of
all elements of G. It is a well-known result of classical automata theory that G is an
unambiguous subset of itself (cf. [4]): indeed, the set of reduced words, that is, of
words containing no occurrence of a variable preceded or followed by its inverse, is
easily seen to be recognizable by a Gnite automaton, hence unambiguously rational in
the free monoid over L= {x; y; x−1; y−1}. Thus S is a rational series in the sense of
Section 4. More precisely, for u∈L, denote by Su the sum in G of all reduced words
which do not begin with u−1. Then
S = 1 + xSx + x−1Sx−1 + ySy + y
−1Sy−1
and for any u∈L,
Su = 1 +
∑
v∈L−u−1
vSv:
This shows that S is deGned by the triple (; A; ), with =(1; 0; 0; 0; 0);
=(1; 1; 1; 1; 1)T and
A =


0 x x−1 y y−1
0 x 0 y y−1
0 0 x−1 y y−1
0 x x−1 y 0
0 x x−1 0 y−1

 :
The matrix A∗ is convergent, but the matrix 1−A is not invertible in any Geld containing
the group algebra F[G]. Indeed, denoting by Ri the ith row of 1− A (and not A!), it
is easy to verify that
x(1− x)−1R2 + x−1(1− x−1)−1R3 − (1− y)−1yR4 + (1− y)−1R5 = 0:
This example raises many interesting questions. In particular, we know that each ratio-
nal subset of the free group is unambiguous. For which of them is the corresponding
element of the free Geld deGned?
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